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Although starting a music and production company requires moderate start â€” up capital, but it is indeed a
very profitable venture to go into especially if you live in an urban area, where the demographic composition
has enough young adults within the age range of 16 â€” 35 years. Many of these products have gone on to sell
well beyond ["Gold" , and "Platinum" 1,, fill in more or less ] in sales. The entire template can be customized
and adjusted to suit your specific situation from a band wishing to set up their business in order to sell CD's
etc, to starting and running an entire Record Label Music Business that seeks out and signs new artists. One
good thing about starting a music production business is that even if you decided to start it in the United States
of America, your market will not be restricted to artists in the U. Enjoy the sample below of the record label
business plan template. This part includes a Projected Balance Sheet with yearly totals, Music Project
Production cost sheet, Projected Statement of cash flow, Break Even profit analysis, Use of funds statement,
and all other parts that make up a detailed financial plan for your company. Statistics has it that the global
revenue of the music industry is estimated at 15 billion U. You have already seen a small sample ofâ€¦ This
section helps you define the general purpose of your music company, stating the main reasons it is in business,
while it also serves as a reminder to the public and the employees within your company what you and the
founders envision. The biggest offenders for the fall were an 8. Having monitored the successes that other
independent labels and artists have gained within the last years due to the growing popularity of [digital
downloads on the internet and other developments here] allowing artists and labels to now reach audiences at
home and capture a new potential fan within minutes, we can now target the market, present our music as a
stream, obtain email addresses of those who have warmed up to our productions and artists, and finalize a first
sale almost immediately in the first hour by following up with special offers. This template can also be
adjusted for more or less labels and for any genre of music that you will be producing and distributing. This
part summarizes the main highlights of your business plan, including what products and services you plan to
provide. Though for some underdeveloped countries where piracy is still on rampage, the growth is a bit
redundant. This section also allows you to highlight any important information that you would not want
anyone including potential investors to overlook. We will make sure that we take all the members of our
workforce through the required trainings that will position them to meet the expectation of the company and to
compete with other players in the United States and throughout the globe. As a matter of fact, you will be
screening artiste so that you can work with only the best. This provides an overview of the music industry and
recent changes, including mentions of digital music sales versus Compact Disc sales; single track downloads
versus digital album sales, and other relevant up to date information that is important to be included in your
music business plan. Weekly or monthly pre programmed automatic follow up mailings would keep our
products fresh in the mind of the targeted audience. Of course, good music recording and production
companies always play a part in making celebrities and super stars out of ordinary folks who are gifted with
singing. Other essential components areâ€¦ This component of your record label business plan identifies the
individuals operating in key positions within your company, and what their duties and responsibilities will be.
The Music production industry is indeed witnessing a steady growth over the years especially in developed
countries such as the United States. The professional team of [MY RECORD LABEL] has established a
passion for music genres that includes [Hip-Hop, Reggae, Dance, RnB, Rock, Jazz, Gospel, - Fill in more or
less genres that your label will produce and market ] The passions for this type of music, combined with the
experience in how to break through in the music industry and make a significant impact in all of these genres,
will allow the projects to have no trouble reaching the intended audience.


